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Deficiency is the (m)other of invention...
– Anonymous

1.
To be caught dead is the first step to biography:
thus he considers his resemblance to Melmoth.
A torso on the moon, in a fine light
slanted – three / tired / parallel / lines
where the contradictions lay subtly upon.
And laughed, “I am as a tidelocked sea.
Not all that can be said, will be.” Etc.
Still at the bedside before his time,
& pulls faces in the mirror –
“Take up the roles, haha, tear the photographs,
the dreadful imaginaries!”
Dancing in the inshala-la, dancing in the…
For the eyes to unclose, for the fear not to.
As near as the other side
of that window, as History –
so long as there’s blood in these veins, even
if other people’s. He considers his resemblance.

2.
Looked at verbwise / in unpolished glass
as “from within”
the picture resembles
in its scale & attack
a profanity, an embarrassed notation of mentalese.
Arrayed / naked as
Saturn’s moons,
the migraine stirs –
strange transits which
in ten, a thousand years
might conjunct, luminesce –
brain volume &
eye volume,
the tipped balance.
And are our children thus dead before us?
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3.
He had only two wishes:
(x) NOT TO REMEMBER HIS DREAMS
&
(y) NOT TO DREAM

4.
The visible light
slowed to a standstill,
beguiled by the
striped wallpaper,
une paysage dépassé.
Watching the
penitents wheel their
chairs around the
excercise yard.
G.O.D. only OD’d
for the camera:
“It’s not like y’d make
a career of it.”
Counting black sheep
to surface –
two pisshole eyes
in the correctional
high tower.
Europe at 3 o’clock
was a cracked syringe
an unveined cock
a shit a deletion –
“I killed them
y’re killing me
you also must die.”
Time if the world
turned on a pin,
restless in lockstep.
And stood behind himself,
a ruin – dead
roaches in his hair –
conducting the scenery.
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5.
He concluded on a sour note.
He abjured prostituted ached.
He confused himself with his avatars.
He forgot his hearing.

6.
Such a weight borne down for the last
stroke – the changeling prince
in the bearded-lady pietà
Vergine madre, figlia
del tuo figlio…
Lies there in his hand-me-downs
while the Weegee politburo guy
solemnly pulls a trick from his sleeve
for realism’s children to gawk at.
But the hand we see in the picture isn’t the same
as the hand that performs
our nightly eviscerations –
miming a beat-up “transvestite”
in the back of a squad car.
A curtain twitches in the stepped fortress
of the hero(ine)’s mind,
as clouds cross the glass
left-to-right,
forever seaward,
& the clock, unadmonished,
strikes.

7.
All things retrospective by appointment.
For instance, who were you?
Soulless as the production of uniform opinion is,
in the present case, etc.
Kind, they said, to ants, children, flywheels & dust,
but a fossil for a backbone.
Ah, how sweet it tastes,
the life before they made you.
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Four legs because intended to crawl.
And hunched beneath the viaduct baying,
Doggerel’s death to the dog!

8.
That it creates the myth of itself – the end of the road
of the centuries to come, mollusc-eyed –
a foetus on a collapsed stretch of paper, crossed-out
& re-begun – wheels, larvae, ectoplasm, a whole
masticated alphabet of choked frenzies.
How read the map of this masquerade?
The wall-people, the starers, made Sleeping Beauty faces
on the TV of his mind / his formative years,
dabbling in blank austerities (his face was his revenge).
The machine kept everything to schedule –
a hot wind coursed through its bones like a vast antipode:
dig as they might, the grim adjustments, the dead
batteries, weren’t cathedrals in space.
Nothing here for the opinionated monkeys.
Such crimes, such abominations!
Omission had always been his intimate companion –
he carried a window with him everywhere
even on his wedding night (the sperm-counts
of the galaxies supplicated themselves).
He roared, he conjured, he was the century’s
unacknowledged primitive, vaulting between abyss
& nothing – the world that begins & the world
without beginning – to gravitate, as do
the parts of the mind, in a mobile epilepsy
(that a man be greater than the sum of his dross?).
He was the deuce inside – straining at a gnat
& swallowing a camel – the maggot in the brain,
the tightrope-walker with a peg-leg , the queen
in the pea-green bed. Had they wanted him to exist
(to creature the myth of themselves
or to any other end) he’d’ve refused on principle –
he only went where he wasn’t welcome.
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[March - April 2000]
to overcome, firstly, the impression of being scrutinised.
he turns the object over & over relentlessly in his hands. a type of vengeance
¤
beginning with the visible. air…
[thick with human entropy]
a casement,
the sound of water
in a broken drainpipe:
the sexual
puritanism
of a bedwetter
¤
the idiot wants to know how to think & write “politically.” X must equal. X cannot
be equal to. ignorance plain & simple. we must analyse it using the class struggle.
[“another reactionary petit-bourgeois leftist.”] he wld like to resemble an artist’s
impression of a bacterial nucleus. the cell is dividing, was already divided / ingested
into the gut, he becomes his opposite:
a Minotaur
of coiled intestine,
dangling by a rope
¤
he’s listening to the deadman scratching on his piece of paper
the hand is waiting — it clutches & in vain i struggle
¤
coughs again, blood. tastes it, savouring the taste. like this, each time
i could try to wake up
but what if
he heard me?
watch the eyes — the mouth opens & the stomach rises
the mouth opens
“we represent the Ice Age” it said — which means to move slowly,
or not at all.
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shadows of varying darkness
he’s listening at the wall. he pretends there’s something on the other side.
in silence the sound of blood & nerves.
in the head.
the skin up-close is porous & blotched
cold
he touches the glans & it’s cold
hair bleached blue. the roots stand out. the roots remind him of leeches,
clinging to the scalp. venom? snake? medusa? stone? look!
grey flesh parted with rubber glove
electrical tape, whipping post
blood & lubricant
he’s replaying the scene over & over. on the screen, too, his birth, his
mummydaddy birth, his daughterson birth. introibo ad altare.
“take this knife.”
a halo of torn skin girths the tiny skull. the mouth opens before it knows
how to breathe. the one tongue.
the swallowing darkness
¤
ventilator. rain. the sound of the ventillating rain. time to breathe. pharynx, larynx,
trachea, esophagus. no exit. “no” meaning: negation. “no hope for him this time.”
fear fills the hollow left by the cancellation of hope? that weighty impersonal thing
that makes me aware of being pitiable…
often, every night, night after night. i longed…
doubtful, light or shade, faint signs: the light seen from outside, returning to
the inside, faintly & evenly, cancelled…
the lighted square speaks of the mirror [less to see or be seen than to know]: i
longed to be nearer…
“no,” he said.
the intervals were accumulating. at any moment a…
his words & gestures.
when was that? time cancelled it out. passing. divided. lost.
when the hand is pressed against the glass it is cold.
the surface is cold.
outside it is cold.
first cold & then?
faintly & evenly. i longed… gazing at the square of light.
to fray its innocence with culpability.
light but also blindness.
[because they first must steal what they despise?]
¤
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[because he’s in a period of reflection.] concentrating, one thing at a time. nothing
will be allowed to escape, everything will be accounted for. its own special place
in the parade of nothings & non-events. supply-chain complicit. [he dreams of a
doctor’s scalpel making it right.] just another sentimental whitewash. sub-alienisms
eroding & accreting. a lungfull of broken glass. he thinks of a beautiful poem from
Hong Kong. “see how tenacious it is!”
¤
like all procedures it had to be undergone. somehow, fixed between panes of glass,
as if he were something about to be put under an extremely large microscope
it’s too early to see yet.
it’s still necessary, nevertheless, to record impressions.
something pushing up against the surface.
the sound of scratching.
barely.
perhaps he’s writing again? [the idiot!]
it wouldn’t be before time
¤
the illusion of vanishing contradicts the judgement of the eye — Prague, in white &
black, in a crowd of paper cut-outs, folded, unfolded — placed between the pages
of a book for safekeeping / drowning / burning / misplacing
¤
once more he finds himself, against his will, becoming drawn to the deadman
¤
a draught works up in the middle of the night — it’s impossible to sleep.
the circulating, the stalking of something incomplete.
lead in the spine.
you see it cowering in the distance
in a corner
in a cupboard
under the sink
behind the toilet
at the foot of the bed
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all that remains / is to find the “courage” to write it down.
i’m too tired.
i tell myself, “you’re too tired.”
it’s cold.
in a pool of cold sweat the cells divide & leave a distasteful residue.
you are that residue
¤
in the wall a very low door at the bottom leads to a narrow crawlspace — but there
are already people inside & it’s impossible to enter. to worm my way in i must
surrender to an invertebrate existence. at least you will exist!
¤
a café: man & woman playing chess at the next table.
i force myself to watch but straightaway start falling asleep in spite of my
determination. the white king has been replaced by a grossly tumescent salt shaker.
its appearance fills me with loathing.
just as i stand to leave the man & woman turn & stare at me. somehow i’ve
knocked over my glass. sand spills on the tiles.
a camel drifts past the window. it’s snowing. my “cunt” is on fire
¤
4.00 a.m. [approx.] in the square all that moves is a glitched streetsweeper. it’s cold
& the statue of Jan Hus stark in profile casts its empty gaze…
¤
a body [of mist] hangs in the air, anchored [chained by its feet]. it barely touches
the water. only fine strands of pale hair brush against the moving river
¤
he watches from across the room. it seems to take a long time. he lights a cigarette.
from where he’s sitting the apparent urgency of the moment has dwindled. a boy
[with bleached blue hair?] is standing beside the deadman stroking his penis, but
fails to exact an erection. the deadman, who a few moments ago injected his last
stash of pervitin into his thigh, begins vomiting on the floor. somewhere the canned
music has stopped playing
¤14
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the secret incest
of the world.
they will have stood there
& watched.
he foremost among them
¤
he’s going through the deadman’s transmissions again. they seem more personal
than the last time. speaking directly, as though in the first person. as if it weren’t a
figure that was speaking but the deadman himself, for the first time
¤
a room with several people. everything appears “unworldly.” in the corner is what
looks like a measuring apparatus. i know that i’ll be forced to spend some time under
it. it’s impossible to determine if it’s intended as a form of punishment or reward.
if i lie under it there’ll be nothing to hold up the armature which, it’s apparent, is
intended to squash me into a hidden receptacle. obviously i’m dreaming & i know
i’m dreaming. everything around me is familiar, too, as if dreamt before, or many
times before. as if i’d never dreamt any other dream, as if i’d never done anything
else but dream about this room & this apparatus.
¤
the dark mass of a shapeless crowd / a wide-angke shot from the POV of the sky
[enclosing the walls / dome / flesh of this city is another city]
the moral of this “erased” episode seems to refer back to an earlier dream: you can
get away by wearing diﬀerent masks — la jeunesse dorée, the prodigal, the fathervirus, the drift…
chance, when i seek it, is beyond reach.
i could’ve said it escapes me, but it’s not from me that it escapes since i’ve
never had it in my grasp & in fact can barely conceive of it
¤
his eyes are swollen & he cannot see clearly.
nor can he breathe properly.
there is a constant & elusive noise coming from somewhere behind him.
behind him inside his head
¤16
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// smoke builds a stairway //
¤
wash, change [change skin?], stop over-thinking — no more questions [for the
time being] — forget, stop waiting, expect nothing [ever again], stop counting the
hours, stop making comparisons, stop being paranoid, stop having expections
[repeat], stop making ultimatums [haha], pull self together [this is meaningless],
recuperate, stay in one piece [?], sleep, stop having migraines, begin again, step
by step, don’t talk, talk, be more “understanding” [?], simplify [analgesic?], forget
[again]. the worst is over [they say]. is the worst over? [they’ve said this before]. be
patient [suﬀer]. take things one at a time [take?] stop the mind wandering back.
stop wondering about the deadman, what he’s doing, what he isn’t doing, what
he’s thinking, what he isn’t thinking, what he wants, what he doesn’t want [etc.].
stop asking yrself
where is he?
¤
— i will sacrifice my advantage at a time & place of my choosing
i’ve left.
i’m trying to recuperate.
i’m not exactly sure.
i could go back.
i have a choice at least. [do i have a choice?]
¤
driftinging & its opposite: the search for allocations?
this floor is as good a place as any to throw up on
¤
why write one thing & not another?
[to recuperate,
first you must desire
the seizing of power]
¤
he tried to work back to a time before:
the landscape was all sleeplessness & amnesia
& he was there in the very midst of it without knowing why
¤
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years have passed [they’ve been wiped out, obviously] & one day, quite by chance,
the train stops at […]. i get oﬀ [i recall that i used to go there often in the past],
i even recognise the station, & the station master… i find directions, i get to the
house — it’s inhabited by strangers [though not outright hostile, they refuse to
admit anyone lived there before them]. they’ve just hung a slaughtered dog on the
gate. “welcome home,” says the dog
¤
because of my bodies i cannot think
¤
there wasn’t a /before/ or an /after/. there was a present, a /here-&-now/. which
began, went on, drew to an end. i could just as well write: which took years to begin
or which went on ending for years. there was no beginning & no end. long before,
it had already begun. long after, it continued, it continues. if only in this solitary
duplication. its irrational persistence
¤
scenario: an actor writes on a blackboard while another actor erases each letter the
moment it’s written. the scratching of chalk on slate. dust in yr throat. like a punch
& judy show, over & over, the same farce.
AS SOON AS Y’RE OLD ENOUGH TO BLEED, it said
¤
in the first place, a particular way of separating the days [although it didn’t
automatically succeed]: days on & days oﬀ — something resembling a switch, a
fluctuation, a warp: in the layering of hours, a suspended, alien moment, a falling
over without having to think about how to get up again
¤
i’m not waiting
i nourish no illusion
i can’t reach that point [or any other point?]
i can’t see what’s right in front of me [is it a /lost object/?]
perhaps i shld’ve been seeking beyond it, for the lost objectlessness
¤
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1. make a list of the contents of your head [including the holes?]
2. consider the origin, use, future of the objects you find.
3. enumerate, if possible, what’s been lost, stolen, misplaced, forgotten [is this as
absurd as it sounds?]
4. how often have you sweated over the same thing? counted what isn’t there?
stared at all the unredeemed contents of a pawn-broker’s window?
5. what questions do they pose? does it matter if they’re always fragmentary?
barely indicative of a method? that they resemble, for that reason, questions
you must’ve already asked yourself, once, almost?
X. look! you see that mess behind the glass? that’s what yr mind looks like.
¤
i had to speak.
that’s what i was there for […]
the deadman, behind me, said nothing.
at every session i waited for him to speak instead of me.
i was certain he was keeping something […]
something that he knew far more about than he was prepared to admit […]
from then on mistrust set in & enveloped my words as well as his silence.
it became tedious.
where was the truth? […]
when i tried to speak it seemed as if we were starting [again] on the same
irresolvable puzzle.
as though, by returning & going back over all the possible combinations
one by one [gestures, grimaces, blank expressions, failures], i would [still?] be able
to find the solution [without him]
¤
the “girl” in the photograph isn’t me.
at the same time something resembling a memory breakdown sets in.
at first barely noticible, trivial things.
bit by bit i grow afraid of falling victim to a mysterious & totalising amnesia
unless i make a note of everything, unable otherwise to hold onto any part of […].
they said we were identical twins, except the dates didn’t add up.
we were an anachronism
¤
at some stage, it’s hard to know when, i began to make things up. instead of
recording events as they actually seemed i started noting down their failure to seem
like anything at all [was it really that?] — at the same time i was entirely objective,
limiting myself to “time of waking,” “daily22schedule,” “dreams,” “journeys,” “things
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that happened to me,” “illnesses,” “people met or merely seen [at a distance],”
“anticipated meals,” “bodily changes” … “i saw X & did Y” or “i didn’t see X” […] & at
the same time there was an element that i suppose you would have to call derision.
needless to say, it couldn’t go on
¤
the point at which you’re forced to make a distinction: being hungry, being cold
[have you experienced that?], & not [i.e. being not-hungry, etc.]
¤
Athens, that scene in the hotel, in the elevator, on the floor, in the corridor, in the
room — things like that don’t happen. [things like what?] that evening, in Piraeus,
everything was [unusually] quiet
¤
i sit,
i’m made to sit,
i stare at my hands [are they mine?],
i can’t feel anything,
they’re asking me questions,
other people,
but i can’t hear them because i’m staring at those hands
¤
i’d become concerned that the “architecture” was too involved with esoteric
matters: the apothecaries’ Garden of Adonis, with its blue-blonde statuettes
arranged like artificial fruit — but we were assured the pain was real
¤
[the journey itself was diﬃcult to recall. perhaps he had taken a ship from Patras
to Brindisi. & at Brindisi, a humid waitingroom at a train station, homeless men
stretched out across the seats & on the floor. or a second class compartment on a
train through the alps, arriving one day in Venezia, another in Wien. waiting again
at a station in Fiorenze, in Pisa, in Napoli, in Frankfurt, Luxembourg, Paris, Fez,
Marrakech? where was he going, after all this time? where were they taking him?]
like all cowards he has learnt to oﬀer up his conscience in place of himself
¤
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que cela m’embête!
the deadman’s right there. he’s sizing you up already
i can’t keep my eyes open. i’m thinking about the angle of his teeth. the
blue eyeliner. the wig & false eyelashes. trying not to be robbed of my illusions
it’s a bum act. even the erection is fake
putain de merde
someone in the crowd spits in yr eye. but it’s too late. y’re on yr back on the
floor. [what am i talking about, y’ve always been on yr back on the floor.] they’re
punching you. one after another. they cld’ve all beaten you at the same time, it was
out of consideration
¤
a pair of bruised eyes. a memento in the shape of something ineﬀable. like a
question mark at the end of a tortuously long & obscure sentence...
i want to remember you as you were before you existed
prologue & epitaph, like two sides of the same genitals:
the colon;
& the semi-colon
a piece of animated mucous membrane —
because all the sentiments of great poets are as trite as jellied ham
why not say simply, the marvellous is to be found hidden inside my arse?
¤
the orchestra fades, time drags / muﬄed radio voices / faces at the door / a ticking
clock / footsteps — they assail me & so i am forced to fight or flee
climb down oﬀ yr maypole, son
the anaesthetic isn’t working. invent something else. without pain, i’m nothing.
resist it, resist the nothing. in the end, pleading with it. a demoralised pleading
mutable / perishable / incomplete
that was a pretty sight. blood-caked lips. mouth smashed-in. some kind of
extraction. the roots of that flaccid tooth, entwined about a piece of torn flesh.
tongue stuck in the hole.
¤
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to meet only chance outlines / & then be pushed back / the sickness
something coughed up from the lung
a grey lump on a potter’s wheel
turned
turned to
& afterwards, glazed, fired
a naked blue figure grasping a spear
a specimen. exhibit. fossil. hologram. stuﬀed trophy. freak.
turned back
to the blood & toil from which it was born
¤
the sometimes beautiful ruins he admired, like Greek temple figurines. whores,
queens, himself. sleepless nights. his writing — no compromise. no escape
what kind of sickness did he mean? [even death masquerades]
¤
i look at the belfry,
at the bells swinging gradually in the sunlight,
gradually swinging,
but i do not hear them [who said this?]
¤
nothing but the bell ringing — the bell which i see so clearly in my mind’s eye Horatio,
its “limb” bulkily swaying, but which i cannot hear, cannot yet hear
¤
he means: cannot yet write
¤
struck down,
farcical,
aphasic.
this eternal return:
thus do i begin again the spiral / the turning-under / the blurring somersault
¤
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winter’s painted childhood
was the luminous
eye wing
of a trapped locust

if a moment
collapses back
into its prototype

if an instant
is the bow-wave
of an orphaned
precession

observe this slagged rock
on which the
great mandala hangs
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Interior, night. The sublime, Burke thought, is kindled by the threat of
nothing further happening. As when some terrible G.O.D. waved His
symbolic knife above a child’s putative genitals & laughed. Beauty, on the
other hand, flows from a warm compensating reprieve: the punishment
cld always be repeated, & go on being repeated.
Exhibit X
Child pissing in the Franciscan Gardens / an allegorical conch held
brazenly to its lips. Bronze mounted on stone.
Evidence available to the eye of any beholder. Like a finger pointing at
the moon. Events as yet deprived of consequence. Repetition takes the
place of History.
A second child – a bemused doppelgänger – stands at its feet giggling.
Exhibit X
Plastic flower in a plastic bowl filled w/ water / upon a gravestone in
the nondenominational cemetery at X. Like someone who’d drowned in
a cheap raincoat. Does the whole succeed the fragment or vice versa?
The superstition that pleasure kills or deals only w/ the dead.
In the architectural description of the cemetery, the trees* are
represented by figures drawn using a protractor. Point – line – plane.
Cryptomnesia.
Exhibit X
Child wandering through the Anthropological Museum in Z. Rooms,
vitrines. A mosaic of jagged hammers in process of excavation (labelled**:
“Biography of an Event”). Animatronic waxworks dummies rehearsing
the old question:
When did it start?
Time the Destroyer, etc. – as once upon, an infant’s skull under the
Minotaur’s double=axe. Regard the crimson thread of allegory running
through the labyrinth of unadulterated fact. Dye & cross-section. The
cortex in a bath of silver nitrate. One fine day a photograph of the
Original Idea. Hubble’s telescope into the G.O.D.-mind. An axehead of
white nephrite.
“But it didn’t start anywhere, there was no beginning.”
Turn the page: a stereoscopic reproduction of the palace at Knossus.
Where is the hand that rocked civilisation in its cradle? Persuasion
wasn’t their first choice: already they knew, the End of History is an
authoritarian state. Not once but over & over again, like a false turn in
a mirror-maze. Look, there where the labyrinth opens out onto a square
of dimmed light…
33

a mind the size
(93 billion light-yrs)
& age (14 billion yrs)
of the cosmos

know that we came
from the sea
& are composed
of water
which is dialectic

& given a blind
coeﬃcient to alter

to count at the end
as in the beginning
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a blue monkey
picking white crocuses
in a vase
Later the child (no longer a child) wld unwittingly write: I grew up w/ a
setsquare in one hand & a scalpel in the other.
Patiently inserting a lead into an antique clutchpencil while trying
to remember the name of the composer who fell oﬀ the bridge in X
& drowned. The visual meaning of spacelessness & timelessness. A
neophyte to the end, they said.
“It was always Wednesday, the hands of the clock at right angles, in
the technical drawing workshop, seated on a bench facing the windows,
an unmowed field, treetops churning in the wind, bottlegreen sky
darkening before the storm, hailstones like golf balls pelting the tin roof
in a diagram of pandemonium.”
The individual letters in the word vivisection.
Life occurs w/ an unscrupulous brute force
or faintly & darkly
arising from the hidden mycelium.
A chronology of first thoughts – each instant establishes its own
coherence. “The outerspace of the temporal lobe.” For example, a
window has no perspective. (What use does psychology have of a dream
that can’t remember being dreamt?)
QED: there are facts of which it’s possible to say nothing.
Exhibit X
Child (as previous) contemplates the possibility of saying nothing.
“Given 1 is a number, A = A if A is a number.”***
Relative key: F-sharp minor. Parallel: A minor. Dominant: E major.
Subdominant: D major.
The piano keyboard typically has between 85 & 88 keys. Sometimes
as many as 108.
But what if, instead of a particle of HinduArabic, one were to make a
number from a neutron instead?
n + n + n… ∞.
The principle of succession as critical mass. Novus Ordo Missae.
(And wld succession itself not reach a point at which it cld no longer be
distinguishable from pre-cession?) In 6 days G.O.D. counts to infinity & on
the 7th disappears behind His own event-horizon.
The test was to draw a logarithmic curve w/ only a ruler & a pencil.
Certain occurrences: the average pitch of a humming fuse. Piano forte
35

sacrosanct
as the 4 stomachs
of apocalypse

though diminished now
to pavement wraiths

choirs & bitumen
sing the perfected
measure of
imperfect things

an erasure pulsing
with capillary life
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et dure, hahaha… A metronome. Penitence, in other words. (Statistics is
what time is, in other words.)
“I’m sitting at that window w/ eyes as if gnarled by hunger, the world
inside a vitrine, a bisected temporal lobe, turning upon an axis – superior
gyrus, middle gyrus, inferior gyrus – like the report of an obscure feeling
held only by the inadequacy of its description, deep & dull & flat & overly
brilliant, rending the sky in livid blue flame.”
but who, if I cried out,
cld tell the observer from the observed?
Exterior. Dusk is a brain bursting its capillary wall. On such a day, in a
hotel in Duino, Ludwig Boltzmann hanged himself with a cord from the
crossbars of a window casement. Chronology, that old bearded matriarch.
—Listen, what they want is atoms of simplicity. Y’ll never convince
them you really talk to yrself this way.
—They wldn’t know the first thing about simplicity. You pour yr guts
onto the floor, what more is there to say?
Exhibit X
Blue-haired child teetering in a pair of black high heels. The
psychopathology of the colour spectrum. Black equals sphinx. A veil of
ultramarine. The child pisses on its sheets but fears drowning. A uterine
hydropath. To float upon the void as the void floats in the mind’s eye.
The unsignified part of meaning, socalled.
Later: An excavation site, like a tertrahedron folded into its shadows.
Black eyes, black machetes, black blood. The child who’s no longer a
child came here to find where History’s corpse lies buried. 40,000 years
of misattribution. A line in the dust. A littoral. A circumference. A ratio.
By reason of not two integers.
(And is number itself not also entropy?)
They said, We do not live in a time of beautiful sentiments.
On the contrary, you can’t betray what’s impossible to remember.
And still Exhibit X
Child boiling a potion in a jar, ink & black ants & kerosene. It burns
blue, an eye in the sky under a massacred fringe of light. This dream of
impermanence is / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / a sunshower.
Plan, elevation & section thereof.
*

Plane trees.
Museum label, also “caption,” “tombstone.”
***
Giuseppe Peano.
**
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the child blinks
so that the artist

— sentimental for an
ease of judgment —

can make a
tabula rasa of it
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the human being & the point at which it disappears?

in process of being refilled: the holes,
painted black –
each an eﬀulgence
drill-bit / sump / retort
many angles opposing
making the first hole
& the opposite hole
anatomic repeat arguments –
nothing is simple here:

the escape artist
on such a day
in the prehistory of an idea –
“eyesplit of retrospective luneshine…”

was life just an animated photograph
with button-eyes
moth-eaten fur
a test pilot’s
artificial leg –
or a pea-green boat
set upon a sea of ersatz?

too soon the negative
acceleration of mass
arrives to bring them
back
into its enormity
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